Power cords used in hospitals and other medical settings must conform to strict standards for grounding reliability, assembly integrity, strength and durability, as well as regulatory standards such as NEMA and IEC specifications. These standards are in place to ensure that power cords are safe and reliable for use in demanding hospital environments. The hospital grade power cord selection from C2G, formerly Cables To Go, offers one of the broadest selections available on the market.

The coiled hospital grade power cord selection is ideal for replacing overused or misplaced power cables, or to optimize office or lab layouts with a “coiled” cable that is minimized when extra length is not required. Ideal for medical carts and mobile devices, this cable, from our universal C13 series collection, will work with most PCs, monitors, scanners, printers and many other devices that are powered via the industry standard 3-pin C14 connector inlet.

The female C13R connector plugs directly into the device while the male hospital grade 5-15P connector plugs into a hospital grade supply outlet. The black connectors match almost any environment or hospital standard. Performance is guaranteed through a lifetime warranty so performance is never an issue. Easily recognizable with the Green Dot mark, this hospital grade power cord ensures compliance and delivers maximum performance.

**Connector 1:** 3-prong flat grounded plug Male (NEMA 5-15P)

**Connector 2:** 3-pin shroud Female C13 (IEC320C13)

### Features & Benefits

- Hospital grade, conforming to strict standards
- Meets NEMA and IEC specifications
- Coiled cable minimizes space when extra length is not required
- Green Dot mark to indicate hospital grade

### Specifications

#### General Info

| Product Line | C2G
| Color | Black
| UPC Number | 757120480655
| Country Of Origin | Taiwan, Province Of China
| Application Sector | Commercial
| Warranty Type | Lifetime
| Type | Power Cord

#### Dimensions

| Product Length US | 6.0 FT
| Cable Length | 6 ft

#### Buy American Act Compliance

- TAA Compliant: Yes

#### Technical Information

| Wire Gauge | 18 AWG
| Jacket Rating | SJT Rated
| Amperage | 10 A
| Adapter Rear | C13IEC
| Adapter Front | NEMA 5-15 Male
| Voltage | 125 V
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